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MOTZKIN PATH DECOMPOSITIONS OF FUNCTIONALS
IN NONCOMMUTATIVE PROBABILITY
ROMUALD LENCZEWSKI
Abstract. The decomposition of free random variables into series of orthogonal repli-
cas gives random variables associated with important notions of noncommutative in-
dependence: boolean, monotone, orthogonal, free and free with subordination. In
this paper, we study this decomposition from a new perspective. First, we show that
the mixed moments of orthogonal replicas define functionals indexed by the elements
of the lattice of Motzkin paths M . By a duality relation, we then obtain a family
tϕpwq : w P M u of path-dependent linear functionals on the free product of algebras.
They play the role of a generating set of the space of product functionals in which
the boolean product corresponds to constant Motzkin paths and the free product to
the sums of all Motzkin paths. Similar Motzkin path decompositions can be derived
for other product functionals. In simplified terms, this paper initiates the ‘Motzkin
path approach to noncommutative probability’, in which functionals convolving vari-
ables according to different models of noncommutative independence are obtained by
taking suitable subsets of M and perhaps conditioning them on the algebra labels in
nonsymmetric models. Consequently, we obtain a unified framework that allows us to
look at functionals inherent to different notions of independence together rather than
separately.
1. Introduction
Different notions of independence in noncommutative probability lead to different
theories which are usually studied separately. In our unified approach to independence,
in which free probability of Voiculescu [24, 25, 26] plays a special role, we are looking for a
nice algebraic framework that would allow us to look at different notions of independence
and the associated objects simultaneously. In this paper, we initiate a study based on
the lattices of Motzkin paths [18]. In particular, we show that it is natural to consider
families of linear as well as multilinear functionals indexed by Motzkin paths. Our
previous results on the unification of independence [11, 12, 13] and on the decomposition
of free random variables [14, 15] are closely related to this work, although the present
approach seems to put them in a rather new perspective.
The main objects of interest in noncommutative probability theories are random vari-
ables and their distributions, studied in terms of moments and cumulants related to
different notions of independence. We constructed in [11, 13] a unified tensor product
noncommutative probability space in which different random variables were included.
In particular, boolean independent random variables were the first order approximations
of free random variables expressed in terms of series of orthogonal replicas. Moreover,
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random variables associated with other interesting notions of noncommmutative in-
dependence were also included in this scheme. It is remarkable that all of them are
in one way or another related to freeness. Thus, two types of ‘independent’ random
variables which appear in the context of the decomposition of the free additive con-
volution and are important for the subordination property in free probability, namely
orthogonally independent and free with subordination (or, s-free) random variables, were
expressed in [14] in terms of orthogonal replicas. These two notions are intrinsic to the
decompositions of the free product of graphs, as observed in [1] and [14], as well as
to the recent operad approach to independence of Jekel and Liu [8]. Finally, in the
case of two algebras, monotone independent random variables can also be expressed
in terms of orthogonal replicas. This follows from our recent paper [17] on the more
general independence of Hasebe called conditionally monotone [7]. In the general case,
a modification of the present approach is required and it will be treated elsewhere.
Therefore, the scheme of orthogonal replicas allows us to study moments of various
types of variables simultaneously. In this paper, we implement it to introduce a com-
mon algebraic framework for a family of multilinear (and associated linear) moment
functionals. In the simplest case of two algebras, A1 and A2, the main idea relies on
the decomposition of free random variables of Voiculescu of the form
A “
8ÿ
j“1
apsjq and B “
8ÿ
j“1
bpsjq
where S :“ ts1, s2, s3, . . .u is an index set and the sequences
tapsjq : j P Nu and tbpsjq : j P Nu
consist of suitably constructed replicas of variables a P A1, b P A2 called orthogonal
replicas (or, simply replicas), respectively. We can treat these series as sequences of par-
tial sums that approximate free random variables, which is sufficient for computations
of all moments [11]. In the case of *-noncommutative probability spaces one can also
attribute a meaning to the series on the algebraic level, using the concept of operators
with monotone closure, similar to Berberian’s operators with closure (OWC) for Baer
*-rings [4], as we showed in [13]. In the C˚-algebra context, we get strongly convergent
series of bounded operators on a Hilbert space. Here, we detour this issue by treating
functionals rather than variables.
We show that this decomposition leads to Motzkin paths in a quite natural way. In
the case of two algebras, the mixed moments of random variables which are free with
respect to some normalized linear functional are completely described in terms of mixed
moments of variables from A1 and A2 with respect to a family
tψpwq : w P M ˚u
of path-dependent linear moment functionals on the free product A1 ˚A2 without iden-
tification of units, where M ˚ :“ M Y t∅u and M is the family of Motzkin paths, ∅
denoting the empty path. These functionals are defined by a certain duality relation in
terms of mixed moments of orthogonal replicas:
ψpwq pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq :“ Φ pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨anpsjnqq
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with respect to some tensor product state Φ, where ak P Aik , for any k P rns :“
t1, . . . , nu, where i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in and
w :“ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn
is a reduced Motzkin word, by which we understand a word in letters from the alphabet
S such that j1 “ jn “ 1 and |jk ´ jk´1| P t0, 1u for 1 ă k ď n. Reduced Motzkin words
are in bijection with Motzkin paths and for that reason we will denote both sets by M .
Moreover, if K1 Ă A1 and K2 Ă A2, then sets taps1q : a P K1u and tbps1q : y P K2u
are boolean independent with respect to Φ. This leads us to the conclusion that the
family of functionals corresponding to constant Motzkin paths
tψpsn1 q : n P N
˚u
describes the boolean product of functionals. The free product of functionals is repro-
duced only if we take functionals corresponding to all Motzkin paths.
The family of functionals tψpwq : w P M u, called linear Motzkin functionals, together
with the associated family of multilinear Motzkin functionals
tϕpwq : w P M u,
will be defined for an arbitrary family tpAi, ϕiq : i P Iu of noncommutative probability
spaces and it plays the role of a generating set of a linear space of product functionals
that includes free and boolean products. It is noteworthy that a similar approach can
be applied to describe nonsymmetric products of functionals, like the orthogonal and
s-free products. This is a natural consequence of the fact that the orthogonal and
s-free random variables can be expressed in terms of orthogonal replicas as shown in
[14]. A suitable family of path-dependent subordination functionals can be defined
to decompose these products according to Motzkin paths. The same holds for the
monotone product of two functionals since in that case the tensor product realization
found in [17] fits well into the replica scheme. We only give a glimpse of these results here
and present them in more detail together with Motzkin decompositions of convolutions
in a separate paper to keep the lenght of this one within reasonable limits. It is not
clear whether orthogonal replicas can be used to obtain a Motzkin decomposition of
the monotone product of an arbitrary totally ordered family of functionals, but we will
also show there that slightly different replicas constructed in [17] can certainly be used
for that purpose.
In standard approaches to noncommutative probability the information about distri-
butions of variables is contained in a sequence of multivariate functionals, be it moments
or cumulants (of one type or another), and in both cases the whole sequence of them
needs to be studied together. The novelty in our approach is that we have a sequence
of replicas of each variable, which, by a certain duality relation, leads to a larger family
of path-dependent multilinear functionals of rich combinatorial and algebraic structure
which can also be studied together. On the combinatorial level, our approach fills the
‘gap’ between interval partitions and noncrossing partitions of Kreweras [9]. On the
level of functionals, it goes even deeper since it fills the ‘gap’ between the boolean and
free products of states on the algebraic level.
The main idea of this paper, to use Motzkin paths (or, words) as ‘arguments’ of some
basic functionals, has its roots in our construction of the noncommutative logarithm of
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the Fourier transform which was the “boolean-classical logarithm of the Fourier trans-
form” based on the combinatorics on words [12]. This led us to this non-enumerative
model of noncommutative probability, in which N is replaced by M , equipped with its
remarkable structure. Our main tool is that of an algebraic decomposition of various
functionals which induced by the decomposition of free random variables into series of
orthogonal replicas [11, 13] and to the decomposition of the free additive convolution
[14]. The main algebraic point of our approach on the level of variables is that the
orthogonal replicas play the role of a ‘basis’ of the ‘space of variables’. By a duality
relation, the associated path-dependent functionals give a generating set of the space of
moments and cumulants. This leads to additivity of functionals on the level of paths,
involving moments and cumulants associated with different notion of noncommutative
independence. The latter and relations between them were studied by many authors
[3, 18, 10, 21, 22, 23]. The cumulants in our theory, called Motzkin cumulants, will be
given in a forthcoming paper.
The remaining part of the paper consists of 7 sections. In Section 2, we give some basic
definitions and facts. Orthogonal replicas and their moments are studied in Section 3.
Lattices of Motzkin paths and Motzkin words are described in Section 4. In Section
5, we show that the moments of orthogonal replicas are described by Motzkin lattices,
which leads to the concept of Motzkin functionals in terms of which the free and boolean
products of functionals are decomposed. In Section 6, we prove important lemmas on
the moments under Motzkin functionals. In Section 7, we introduce and study the
lattices Mpwq of noncrossing partitions which are monotonically adapted to w P M ,
where monotonicity relates the depths of blocks to the heights of segments in Motzkin
paths. Using Mpwq, we express in Section 8 the moments of Motzkin functionals in
terms of boolean cumulants, which is a refinement of the formula for moments of free
random variables in terms of boolean cumulants derived recently in [5, 8].
2. Preliminaries
Moments and cumulants are functionals which contain information about distribu-
tions of random variables and the associated probability measures. In this paper, we
concentrate on moments, although we formulate our results in a way that will enable
us to treat the cumulants, using a similar language.
A noncommutative probability space is a pair pA, ϕq, where A is a unital algebra and
ϕ is a normalized unital linear functional on A (ϕ : AÑ C, ϕp1q “ 1). If A is a unital
*-algebra, then we assume in addition that ϕ is positive (ϕpaa˚q ě 0 for any a P A).
In both cases, we will sometimes call such functionals states. The distribution of a P A
with respect to ϕ is the linear functional
µa : CxXy Ñ C, µapfq “ ϕpfpaqq for f P Cxay,
where CxXy is the unital algebra of polynomials in the indeterminate X . Under certain
assumptions, one can associate with this distribution a unique probability measure on
the real line. More generally, if taiuiPI is a family of random variables from A, where
I is an index set, then the joint distribution of taiuiPI with respect to ϕ is the linear
functional
µ : CxtxiuiPIy Ñ C, µpfq “ ϕpfptaiuiPIqq for f P CxtxiuiPIy
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where CxtXiuiPIy is the unital algebra of noncommutative polynomials in the family of
indeterminates tXiuiPI .
Definition 2.1. Let A be an algebra and let tfn : n P Nu be a sequence of n-linear
functionals fn : A ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆA Ñ C with values fnpa1, . . . , anq. Introduce the associated
families of multilinear functionals
fpV qra1, . . . , ans :“ fkpaip1q, . . . , aipkqq
fpπ0qra1, . . . , ans :“
ź
V Pπ
fpV qra1, . . . , ans
for any set V “ tip1q, . . . , ipkqu Ă rns and any π0 P P pnq, where P pnq is the set of
all partitions of rns and a1, . . . , an P A. In particular, if π0 “ 1ˆn (one block), then
fpπ0q “ fn.
As we already mentioned in the Introduction, one of the main features of our approach
is that it is less enumerative than the standard noncommmutative probability theory.
Namely, instead of the set of natural numbers N, we use the set of all nonempty reduced
Motzkin words M . In fact, we use a larger set of all (not necessarily reduced) Motzkin
words AM which begin and end with the same sh, where h P N. For any
w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn P AM
and any π0 P Pn, where n “ |w|, we assign the letter sjp to the number p P rns and
thus, if Vq “ tqp1q, . . . , qpkqu P π0, we assign the subword
vq “ sjqp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ sjqpkq
to the block Vq. For simplicity, we will speak of the partition π “ tv1, . . . , vpu associated
with π0 “ tV1, . . . , Vpu and w P AM , where we assume V1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Vp. It is natural
to extend the above definition of multiplicative functionals to the context of partitions
of Motzkin words w. For the sake of generality, in the definition given below we take
an arbitrary set of words W and, for any w P W , the associated set of all partitions
of w, denoted Ppwq. However, we will later use only Motzkin words and noncrossing
partitions (adapted to w in a suitable way).
Definition 2.2. Let A be an algebra and let tfpwq : w P W u be a family of |w|-linear
functionals fpwq : A|w| Ñ C with values fpwqpa1, . . . , anq, where W is a set of words.
Introduce the associated families of multilinear functionals
fpvqra1, . . . , ans :“ fpvqpaip1q, . . . , aipkqq
fpπqra1, . . . , ans :“
ź
vPπ
fpvqra1, . . . , ans
for any subword v “ sjip1q ¨ ¨ ¨ sjipkq P W of w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn P W and any partition
π P Ppwq. In particular, if π “ 1ˆw (one block), then fpπq “ fpwq.
Therefore, the family tfpπq : π P P pwq, w P W u can be treated as a multiplicative
extension of the family tfpwq : w P W u, with multiplicativity induced by the set of
subwords of w. Note that the notation of Definition 2.1 is similar to that used in [21]
and [22], where parentheses are used for sequences of functionals and brackets indicate
that we have functionals related in one way or another to partitions. The only difference
is that we write fpV q and fpπ0q instead of fV and fπ0 , respectively. The main reason
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is that in Definition 2.2, where we have words w as arguments of fpwq rather than fn,
where n is merely an index, and these arguments will be subject to addition, it is more
natural to use fpwq and thus fpπq.
An important role in our computations is played by the boolean cumulants. In this
context, we use the lattices Ipnq of interval partitions of rns in the enumerative framwork
(see, for instance [23]) and the associated lattices Ipwq of interval partitions of w P W
in the non-enumerative lattice framework.
Definition 2.3. By the boolean cumulants tBn : n P Nu of the sequence tMn : n P Nu
of moment functionals Mn : A
n Ñ C we understand the multilinear functionals defined
by the recursive formula
Mnpz1, . . . , znq “
ÿ
π0PIpnq
Bpπ0qrz1, . . . , zns,
where
Bpπ0qrz1, . . . , zns “
ź
V Pπ0
B|V |rz1, . . . , zns
for any π0 P Ipnq and any z1, . . . , zn P A. Here, Mnpz1, . . . , znq :“ ϕpz1 ¨ ¨ ¨ znq for some
linear normalized functional ϕ on the unital algebra A.
In this connection, let us observe that there is a large ‘combinatorial gap’ between
boolean cumulants and free cumulants involving noncrossing partitions in the sense that
for large n the set Ipnq is much smaller than NCpnq and thus the underlying combina-
torics of moments and cumulants is much simpler. One of our original motivations was
to investigate this ‘combinatorial gap’ on an algebraic level. We find it interesting that
it is filled with the structure of Motzkin paths which show up on the level of moments
and cumulants.
Let us remark that we will usually deal with mixed moments, or even mixed moment
functionals, but we will call them moments for simplicity if no confusion arises.
3. Orthogonal replicas
Let us present more details on the decomposition of free random variable in terms of
orthogonal replicas. For more details, see [11, 13, 14].
For simplicity, consider first two noncommutative probability spaces, pAi, ϕiq, where
i P J “ t1, 2u.
(a) Let p be an abstract projection, namely p2 “ p (in the case of the *-algebra we also
assume that p “ p˚). For any noncommutative probability space pA, ϕq, we first
construct its p-extension p rA, rϕq, where
rA “ A ˚ Crps
is the free product with identified units (with the natural involution if needed) and
rϕ is the linear extension of
rϕppαa1pa2p ¨ ¨ ¨ pampβq “ ϕpa1qϕpa2q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕpamq
and rϕppq “ 1, where α, β P t0, 1u and a1, . . . , am P A. In the case of a *-algebra,
if ϕ is a state, then rϕ is also a state. In [12], we called it a boolean extension of
ϕ. Clearly, the distribution (*-distribution) of any a P A in the states rϕ and ϕ are
identical.
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(b) Let rA1 be the p-extension of A1, and let rA2 be the q-extension of A2. In the algebra
Ab :“ rAb81 b rAb82
we distinguish families of orthogonal projections, tppjq : j P Nu and tqpjq : s P Nu,
defined as follows: pp1q “ pb8, qp1q “ qb8, and
ppjq “ 1
bpj´2q
2 b p
K b p8
qpjq “ 1
bpj´2q
1 b q
K b q8,
for j ą 1, where 1i is the unit in Ai. It is convenient to set q “ p in proofs and
examples.
(c) For any a P A1 and b P A2, we shall use canonical injections into rAb81 and rAb82 ,
respectively, namely
ijpaq “ 1
bpj´1q
1 b a b 1
b8
1
ijpbq “ 1
bpj´1q
2 b bb 1
b8
2 ,
for any natural j.
Definition 3.1. Let p rA1, rϕ1q be a p-extension of pA1, ϕ1q and let p rA2, rϕ2q be a q-
extension of pA2, ϕ2q. Consider the noncommutative probability space pAb,Φbq, where
Φb :“ Φ1 b Φ2 and Ab :“ rAb81 b rAb82
and Φj “ rϕb8j for j “ 1, 2. The elements
apsjq :“ ijpaq b qpjq
bpsjq :“ ppjq b ijpbq
where a P A1, b P A2 and j P N, are called orthogonal replicas (or, replicas) of a and
b, respectively. The noncommutative probability space pA,Φq, where Arep is the unital
subalgebra of Ab generated by orthogonal replicas and Φ is the restriction of Φb to
Arep, will be called the orthogonal replica space (or, the replica space).
Remark 3.1. Let us make some comments of the above definition.
(a) We call these replicas orthogonal since
apsjqa
1pskq “ bpsjqb
1pskq “ 0
whenever j ‰ k, for any a P A1 and b P A2.
(b) The orthogonal replicas of units 11 P A1 and 12 P A2 do not coincide with the
unit in the orthogonal replica space, which is important in any unification context
since, for instance, boolean independence does not admit unification of units. For
that reason, subalgebras of the orthogonal replica space which are generated by
some (but not all) orthogonal replicas of some elements from A1 and some elements
from A2 are not unital, although they may have internal units. However, one can
construct the unit in the orthogonal replica space Arep from these replicas since
8ÿ
j“1
11psjq “
8ÿ
j“1
12psjq “ 1rep
where 1rep is the unit in Arep, which gives the unit identification when needed (like
in the free case).
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(c) If pA1, ϕ1q and pA2, ϕ2q are *-probability spaces or C
˚-probability spaces and we
perform the GNS construction for them, we obtain triples pH1, π1, ξ1q and pH2, π2, ξ2q,
where Hi is a pre-Hilbert or Hilbert space, respectively, πi is a *-representation and
ξi is a cyclic unit vector. Then, it is not hard to see that the GNS triples for p rA1, rϕ1q
and p rA2, rϕ2q are pH1, rπ1, ξ1q and pH2, rπ2, ξ2q, where rπ1 and rπ2 are the unique ex-
tensions of π1 and π2 which map p and q onto the projections onto Cξ1 or Cξ2,
respectively.
(d) If we have families tak P A1, k P I1u and tbk P A2, k P I2u, then we will use the
natural notation akpsjq and bkpsjq for their orthogonal replicas.
(e) One can also describe moments of replicas without using tensor products and this
is done in this paper. In fact, one can even attribute a notion of independence to
these moments. However, tensor products are also valuable since they show how
to associate products of graphs with various concepts. For instance, if a and b are
adjacency matrices of rooted graphs pG1, e1q, pG2, e2q, the variables ap1q and bp1q
are boolean independent under Φ and their moments reduce to those of
ab p and q b b.
Then we can interpret this realization as follows: p indicates that we should glue
G1 to the root e2 of G1 and q indicates that we should glue G2 to the root e1 of G2.
Other graph products can be treated in a similar fashion [1].
Below, we shall present a useful application of the orthogonal projections, which gives
a concise formula for boolean cumulants. Moments of the form given below were studied
in Proposition 5.1 in [14], where it was shown that they were boolean cumulants of one
variable (more precisely, we used there p´1qnBn, called ‘inverse boolean cumulants’).
The multivariate case is analogous.
Proposition 3.1. Let a1, . . . , an be elements of a noncommutative probability space
pA, ϕq and let rϕ be the extension of ϕ to Appq. Then, it holds that
rϕpa1pKa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pKanq “ Bnpa1, a2, . . . , anq
where Bnpa1, a2, . . . , anq is the multivariate boolean cumulant of a1, a2, . . . , an.
Proof. The proof is elementary and follows from that of Proposition 5.1 in [14]. 
Example 3.1. Let us compute a simple boolean cumulant, using Proposition 3.1:
rϕpa1pKa2pKa3q “ rϕpa1a2a3q ´ rϕpa1pa2a3q ´ rϕpa1a2pa3q ` rϕpa1pa2pa3q
“ ϕpa1a2a3q ´ ϕpa1qϕpa2a3q ´ ϕpa1a2qϕpa3q ` ϕpa1qϕpa2qϕpa3q
“ B3pa1, a2, a3q
Corollary 3.1. If rns “ J1 Y . . . Y Jp is a partition into nonempty disjoint intervals
and bj “
ś
kPJj
ak for any j “ 1, . . . , r (with increasing order of indices), then
rϕpb1pKb2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pKbnq “
ÿ
πPIpnq
J1„J1„¨¨¨„Jr
Bπra1, . . . , ans
where notation Jj „ Jj`1 means that Jj is connected with Jj`1 by a block of π.
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Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 3.1 and the moment-
cumulant formula for boolean cumulants. 
Example 3.2. Let us compute a simple example:
rϕpa1pKa2a3q “ Bpa1, a2a3q “ ϕpa1a2a3q ´ ϕpa1qϕpa2a3q
“ Bpa1, a2, a3q `Bpa1, a2qBpa3q `Bpa1qBpa2, a3q
` Bpa1qBpa2qBpa3q ´Bpa1qpBpa2, a3q `Bpa2qBpa3qq
“ Bpa1, a2, a3q `Bpa1, a2qBpa3q
The main motivation to study orthogonal replicas is that they show up in the de-
composition of free random variables studied in our previous papers. The case of two
algebras is especially illuminating, for which we state the main result of [11] and [13],
using the notation introduced in this paper.
Theorem 3.1. Let pA1, ϕ1q and pA2, ϕ2q be noncommutative probability spaces and let
K1 Ă A1 and K2 Ă A2. Then the families of the form
t
8ÿ
j“1
apsjq : a P K1u and t
8ÿ
j“1
bpsjq : b P K2u
are free with respect to Φ. Moreover, they have have the same joint distributions with
respect to Φ as the families K1 and K2 with respect to ϕ1 and ϕ2, respectively.
This result was proved in [11, 13] in two versions: first, sequences of random variables
which approximate free random variables were constructed in [11] and then a meaning
to infinite series realization was given in [13]. Below we state that result, although we
refrain from using the symbol b introduced in [13] to implement Berberian’s theory [4]
to deal with infinite series. For the purposes of this paper, it suffices to think of the series
as sequences of partial sums since for each moment only a finite number of summands
suffices to reproduce the moments of free random variables, the remaining summands
give zero contribution. On the dual level of functionals, and that approach we pursue,
it is even more apparent since each of the functionals is well-defined pointwise.
Orthogonal, s-free and monotone random variables can be treated in a similar fashion
in the case of two noncommutative probability spaces. Namely, they can be expressed
in terms of orthogonal replicas. This follows from [14] for the orthogonal and s-free
random variables and from [17] for monotone random variables. Let us remark that
the tensor product realization of monotone random variables in the spirit of [11] given
by Franz [6] is not done in terms of orthogonal replicas and therefore it is probably not
appropriate for the approach via Motzkin paths.
Theorem 3.2. Let pA1, ϕ1q, pA2, ϕ2q be noncommutative probability spaces and let
K1 Ă A1 and K2 Ă A2. Then
(1) the families of the form
t
ÿ
j odd
apsjq : a P K1u and t
ÿ
j even
bpsjq : b P K2u
are s-free with respect to Φ,
(2) the families of the form
taps1q : a P K1u and tbps2q : b P K2u,
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are orthogonal with respect to Φ,
(3) the families of the form
taps1q : a P K1u and tbps1q ` bps2q : b P K2u
are monotone independent with respect to Φ.
In all these cases, the given families have the same joint distributions with respect to Φ
as the families K1 and K2 with respect to ϕ1 and ϕ2, respectively.
Sketch of the proof. The Hilbert space realizations of orthogonal and s-free random
variables in terms of orthogonal replicas were given in Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 7.1
in [14] for C˚-probability spaces. A realization of monotone (in fact, even condition-
ally monotone) random variables in terms of orthogonal replicas for noncommutative
probability spaces was given in [17]. Note that in the case of two noncommutative
probability spaces the realizations given there reduce to orthogonal replicas, but in the
general case these realizations are in terms of slightly different replicas. We treat these
versions of proofs are sufficient for our present purposes. Detailed algebraic proofs will
be given in a separate paper. 
Remark 3.2. The tensor realization of Theorem 3.1 can be generalized to the case of
an arbitrary family of noncommutative probability spaces tpAi, ϕiq : i P Iu, where I is
an arbitrary index set, except that one needs to introduce slightly more general families
of orthogonal projections. An outline of the general case is given below.
(a) Let tpipjq : j P Nu be a sequence of orthogonal projections for each i P I which
act identically onto tensor sites associated with labels different form i, namely
pip1q “
Â
k‰i p
b8
k for any i and
pipjq “ Pipjq ´ Pipj ´ 1q, where Pipjq “
â
k‰i
p1
bpj´1q
k b p
b8
k q,
for n ą 1, where pk “ p
2
k is used to construct the pk-extension of ϕk, and we set
Pip0q “ 0 for any i.
(b) For any a P Ak, let
apsjq “ ijpaq b pkpjq,
where ijpaq is a copy of a of the form
ijpaq “ 1
bpj´1q
k b ab 1
b8
k .
We will call apsjq an orthogonal replica (or, replica) of a, with label k and color
j, respectively. If we vary j, the positions of variables with label k in the tensor
product change accordingly. It was only for the sake of convenience that our variable
with label k was written above as the first one in the tensor product.
(c) Observe that if some variables from Ai satisfy a relation, then an analogous relation
holds for their replicas of label i and color j for fixed i and j. In fact, the mapping
τ : Ai Ñ Arep given by
τpaq “ apsjq
is a non-unital homomorphism for any i and j. Of course, the unit in the replica
space is of the form
1rep “
â
iPI
1b8i
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and if 1i is a unit in Ai, then each
1ipsjq “ 1
b8
i b pipjq ‰ 1rep
for any j. However, each family t1ipsjq : j P Nu gives a decomposition of 1rep.
(d) The noncommutative probability space of interest, in which the above variables live,
is of the form pArep,Φq, where
Ab “
â
iPI
ĂAib8 and Φb “â
iPI
rϕb8i ,
where we assume that A is the linear span of tensors
Â
iPI
Â8
k“1 ai,k such that
ai,k R t1i, piu for a finite number of pairs pi, kq. By Arep we denote the unital
algebra generated by all replicas and Φ will stand for the restriction of Φb to Arep.
Details of this approach for an arbitrary index set J can be found in [11, 13].
We would like to study mixed moments of orthogonal replicas in more detail and
show that there is a Motzkin path structure behind their combinatorics that we have
discovered recently. In order to state the main results involving the Motzkin structure,
let us look closer at the moments of replicas. Since the latter give decompositions of free
random variables, it is not surprising that if we take replicas of variables which are in the
kernels of the corresponding states and neighbors belong to different algebras, then their
mixed moments vanish. Thus, we obtain a kind of freeness condition. However, one has
to remember that the replicas of the associated units are not identified. Therefore, one
has to provide additional recursions for moments involving the replicas of units. Let us
first state some basic orthogonality results.
Proposition 3.2. Let a, a1 P Ai, b P Al, ak P Aik where i ‰ i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in ‰ l, and let
zpwq :“ ai1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ainpsjnq, where w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn P AM n, n ě 1. We have:
(1) orthogonality: if j ‰ j1, then
apsjqa
1psj1q “ 0,
(2) remote orthogonality: if j “ j1 ´ 1 and i ‰ l, then
apsjqzpwqbpsjq “ 0,
(3) conditional orthogonality: if j “ j1 ´ 1 and i “ l, then
apsjqzpwqbpsjq “ 0
whenever zpwq contains a1ps2q.
Proof. The orthogonality of replicas which have the same labels follows from the fact
that if j ‰ k then pipkq K piplq for k ‰ l and arbitrary i P I. To prove the remote
orthogonality of replicas which have different labels, one has to find a place where
some cyclic projection pq meets p
K
q . The replica apsjq multiplies from the left by cyclic
projections all elements in the tensor product given by zpwq at sites with labels ‰ i and
colors ě j. In turn, bpsjq multiplies from the right by cyclic projections all elements in
zpwq with labels ‰ k and colors ě j. Therefore, these elements in zpwq, all of them of
color ě j, cannot be connected with any elements in any considered moment containing
the product apsjqzpwqbpsjq. However, we still need to look at sites of color j. There is
at least one replica in zpwq with a projection of type prpjq which can be decomposed
into a sum of a finite number of mutually orthogonal projections, each of which has
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either pKi at site pi, jq or p
K
k at site pk, jq and, moreover, the first one meets pk on the
left, produced by apsjq, or the second one meets pi on the right, produced by bpsjq.
This means that all these terms vanish. To show more explicitly how this argument
works, let us consider the product of three replicas aps1qzps2qbps1q. The essential part
of this product (we restrict our attention to active tensor sites) is equal to`
pa b 1iq b ppj b pjq b ppr b prq
˘
zps2q
`
ppi b piq b pbj b 1jq b ppr b prq
˘
,
where
zps2q “
`
p1i b piq b p1j b pjq ´ ppi b piq b ppj b pjq
˘
b p1r b xq.
Decomposing 1i “ pi` p
K
i and 1j “ pj` p
K
j in the last expression, we can see that zps2q
is a tensor product of p1r b xq with a sum of three orthogonal projections:
ppKi b piq b pp
K
j b pjq, pp
K
i b piq b ppj b pjq, ppi b piq b pp
K
j b pjq
and in each of these projections there is either pKi or p
K
j that meets pi on the right or
pj on the left, which makes the product vanish. The proof in the general case is very
similar, except that if w is longer, then the number of orthogonal projections is bigger.
This proves (2). The proof of (3) is very similar to that of (2) and is left to the reader.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let ak P Aik , where k “ 1, . . . , n and i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in. Then we have
(1) the freeness property:
Φ pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨anpsjnqq “ 0
whenever ak P Kerpϕikq for k “ 1, . . . n, and j1, . . . , jn P N,
(2) the reduction property:
Φ pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1irpsjrq ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnqq “ Φ
`
a1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1ˇirpsjrq ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnq
˘
whenever ak P Kerpϕikq for k “ 1, . . . r ´ 1, and pj1, . . . , jrq “ p1, . . . , rq, where
the element withˇon top has to be omitted, and the moment on the LHS vanishes
for the remaining colors.
Proof. Let us adopt the convention for tensor products
Â
iPI
Â8
k“1 ai,k that we write
explicitly only ai,k R t1i, piu. Moreover, if we have such ai,k “ aq P Ai for some element
aq R t1i, piu, we denote it paqqi,k to indicate the label and the color of aq. This notation
allows us to write elements of the replica space in any order. Therefore, a typical
element of Arep will be of the form
pa1qi1,j1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b panqin,jn
where ak P Aik , k “ 1, . . . , n. We will also denote
P “
â
iPI
p8i .
It is convenient to treat pi as a projection onto the cyclic subspace Cξi even if we
work in the purely algebraic setting. Let us assume now that ak P Aik X Kerpϕikq for
k “ 1, . . . n. Now, it is clear that
Pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnqP ” a1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnq
for any j1, . . . , jn, where we write x ” y if Φpxq “ Φpyq. Next,
Pa1psj1q “ 0 unless j1 “ 1
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Pa1psj1qa2psj2q “ 0 unless j1 “ 1, j2 “ 2
. . .
Pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnq “ 0 unless j1 “ 1, j2 “ 2, . . . , jn “ n
since P1ips1q “ P and P1ipsjq “ 0 for any j ą 1 and any i, and since Pa1ps1qa2psj2q “ 0
if j2 ‰ 2, Pa1ps1qs2ps2qa3psj3q “ 0 if j3 ‰ 3, etc. These equations follow from the fact
that pipjq for j ą 1 project onto the orthogonal complements of cyclic subspaces for
labels k ‰ j and colors equal to j ´ 1. This gives the arithmetic progression of colors
as a necessary condition for the moment not to vanish. A similar property holds if we
multiply our product of variables by P from the right. In particular,
anpsjnqP ” 0 unless jn “ 1,
and thus
Pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnqP ” 0
for n ą 1. In turn, if n “ 1, we also obtain zero since a1 P Kerpϕi1q. This proves the
freeness property. In order to prove the reduction property, it suffices to consider
Pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ar´1psjr´1q ” pa1qi1,j1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b par´1qir´1,jr´1
for pj1, . . . , jr´1q “ p1, . . . , r´ 1q and multiply it from the right by 1irpsjrq since, by the
previous argument, this product vanishes for the remaining color sequences. Now,`
pa1qi1,1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b par´1qir´1,r´1
˘
1irpsjrq ” 0
when jr ď r´1 since pirpjrq contains the projection pir´1 which meets ar´1 P Kerpϕir´1q
at site of color r´ 1. On the other hand, if jr ą r, then the above product is also equal
to zero since in this case all sites of colors ě r are occupied by units or cyclic projections
and pirpjrq is a difference of two projections. Finally,
ar´1psr´1q1irpsrq “ ar´1psr´1q
since ar´1 P Kerpϕir´1q. This shows the reduction property and thus the proof is
completed. 
Corollary 3.2. Let ak P Aik , where k “ 1, . . . , n and i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in. Then we have
(1) the multiple reduction property:
Φ
`
1i1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1irpsjrqar`1psjr`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnq
˘
“ Φ
`
ar`1psjr`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnq
˘
whenever j1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ jr “ 1 and r ě 1, and otherwise this moment vanishes.
(2) the reversed reduction property:
Φ pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1irpsjrq ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnqq “ Φ
`
a1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1ˇirpsjrq ¨ ¨ ¨ anpsjnq
˘
whenever ak P Kerpϕikq k “ r ` 1, . . . n, and pjn, . . . , jr`1q “ p1, . . . , n´ r ` 1q,
and for other values of the labels the moment on the LHS vanishes.
Proof. The multiple reduction property follows from a repeated application of the
reduction property (for r “ 1). The reversed reduction property is a mirror reflection
of the reduction property and is proved in the same way. 
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4. Lattices Mn
An important feature of the tensor product realization of free random variables given
in [11, 13] is that the computations of mixed moments of free random variables reduce
to the computations of mixed moments of copies of these variables whose colors form
reduced Motzkin words when multiplied. This will be stated and shown in this work
since at the time of writing the above-mentioned papers we were not aware of this
fact. However, we used words to encode information on mixed moments in a related
model that connected boolean and classical cumulants [12] and the present paper is a
continuation of this approach.
Definition 4.1. By a reduced Motzkin word of lenght n P N we will understand a word
in letters from the alphabet S “ tsj : j P Nu, where we often identify sj with j P N, of
the form
w “ sj1sj2 . . . sjn
where j1 “ jn “ 1 and |ji ´ ji´1| P t´1, 0, 1u. The set of reduced Motzkin words of
lenght n will be denoted by Mn. We denote by
M “
8ď
n“1
Mn
the set of all nonempty reduced Motzkin words. By a Motzkin word of lenght n P N we
shall understand a word of the form
w “ sj1sj2 . . . sjn
where j1 “ jn “ h for some h P N and jk ě j1 for all k, with |ji ´ ji´1| “ 1. We will
write in this case hpwq “ h and say that the height of w is h. In particular, hpsjq “ j.
The set of all Motzkin words will be denoted AM . We have
AM “
8ď
n“1
AM n
where AM n is the lattice of all Motzkin words of lenght n. We denote M
˚ “ M Y t∅u
and AM ˚ “ AM Y t∅u, where ∅ is the empty word.
Example 4.1. We list all reduced Motzkin words of lenght smaller than six:
M1 “ ts1u,
M2 “ ts1s1u,
M3 “ ts1s1s1, s1s2s1u,
M4 “ ts1s1s1s1, s1s1s2s1, s1s2s1s1, s1s2s2s1u
M5 “ ts1s1s1s1s1, s1s1s1s2s1, s1s1s2s1s1, s1s2s1s1s1, s1s1s2s2s1,
s1s2s2s1s1, s1s2s1s2s1, s1s2s2s2s1, s1s2s3s2s1u.
Here are some examples of Motzkin words from AM zM :
s2, s3s3, s2s3s2, s3s4s4s3s3, s4s4s5s6s5s4, s5s6s5s6s5.
Finally, the following words are not Motzkin words:
s1s2, s2s1s2, s2s3s2s1s2, s2s3s4s2s2, s2s3s4s3s2s1.
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Figure 1. Lattice of Motzkin paths M5 and associated reduced Motzkin
words. The greatest element of M5 is associated with the word s1s2s3s2s1
and the least element is associated with the word s51.
Remark 4.1. Let us make a few remarks on Motzkin words.
(a) Note that each set Mn contains one word of the form s
n
1 . These words will be called
constant since they correspond to constant Motzkin paths. Similarly, Motzkin words
of the form snj will be called constant. The number of reduced Motzkin words of
lenght n, given by the so-called Motzkin number Mn´1, (we need to use n´ 1 since
our words are longer by one than the standard Motzkin words) grows rapidly as n
increases. If we ignore the empty word and begin with words of length one, we get
the following sequence: 1, 1, 2, 4, 9, 21, 51, 127, etc.
(b) Letter sj P N will correspond to color j of tensor variables. It is definitely more con-
venient to write words in abstract letters sj1sj2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn rather than the corresponding
words j1j2 ¨ ¨ ¨ jn in natural numbers for two reasons. First, we need natural numbers
to refer to the elements of the set rns. Second, using natural numbers as letters
in concrete examples causes obvious problems when numbers have more than one
digit. Nevertheless, we will speak of color j rather than color sj.
(c) With each reduced Motzkin word w “ sj1sj2 . . . sjn of positive lenght one can asso-
ciate a Motzkin path, which is the graph of a nonnegative continuous function fw
defined on the interval r0, n´1s which starts from the origin p0, 0q, ends at pn´1, 0q,
and consists of segments of three types: horizontal segments of lenght 1, NE seg-
ments from pp, qq to pp` 1, q ` 1q and SE segments from pp, qq to pp` 1, q ´ 1q. A
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bijection between reduced Motzkin words and Motzkin paths is given by the map-
ping w Ñ fw, where fwpiq “ ji ´ 1. We understand that there is one Motzkin path
corresponding to n “ 1, namely the one that reduces to one point. In our paper,
Motzkin words of height greater than one will be subwords of reduced Motzkin
words and that is why we can associate with them subpaths of Motzkin paths.
(d) It is well known that for each n ě 1 the set of Motzkin paths of lenght n, and thus
Mn, is a lattice, with partial order given by f1 ď f2 if and only if f1pxq ď f2pxq
for any x P r0, ns. The maximal element of Mn is s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sk´1sksk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s1, when
n “ 2k ´ 1 is odd and s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sk´1sksksk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s1 when n ´ 2k is even. The minimal
element of Mn is the constant word of the form s
n
1 .
(e) We do not use a standard terminology for Motzkin words. In our language, a
reduced Motzkin word is directly related to the heights of the Motzkin paths at
consecutive integers. Namely, if the height of a Motzkin path given by fw is p at
i P rk ´ 1s, then the corresponding letter from our alphabet N has index p ` 1,
namely sp`1. Typically, reduced Motzkin words are built from letters which do
not correspond to the heights of Motzkin paths, but to segments from which the
Motzkin path is constructed. In that setting, if we assign letters h, u, d to the
horizontal, NE and SE segments, respectively, each reduced Motzkin word becomes
shorter by one than in our notation. Using this notation, our reduced Motzkin
words of lenght k “ 4 take the form
hhh, hud, udh, uhd,
respectively. For instance, our s1s2s2s1 corresponds to uhd (1st segment goes up,
2nd segment is horizontal, 3rd segment goes down). For our purposes, the standard
language is inconvenient since to each word w of lenght n we assign a tuple of
n random variables and each letter si encodes the information that this random
variable is the ith replica of some indeterminate.
(f) If w “ sj1sj2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn is a Motzkin word (or, more generally, a word), then a subword
of w is any word of the form v “ sjip1q . . . sjippq for some ip1q, . . . , ippq P rns, where
ip1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ippq. Thus, for instance, if
w “ s1s
3
2s3s2s
2
3s4s3s2s1
then the following words are subwords of w: w1 “ s1s2s3, w2 “ s1s2s4s3, w3 “
s3s2s
2
3s4, w4 “ s
3
2s3s2, but only the last one is a Motzkin word and only the last two
are words obtained by taking consecutive letters in w. Of course, a given subword
of w, like s3s2 in the considered example, may appear more than once is a given
word. However, when speaking of a subword v “ sjip1q ¨ ¨ ¨ sjippq, we will usually
understand that it encodes not only the information about the colors of letters,
namely jip1q, . . . , jpippq, but also the information about the corresponding indices
ip1q, . . . , ippq (positions in w).
5. Motzkin functionals
We return to the study of mixed moments of the orthogonal replicas. It turns out that
they reduce to the mixed moments associated with Motzkin words. All reduced Motzkin
words correspond to moments of free random variables, whereas constant Motzkin words
correspond to moments of boolean random variables.
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Proposition 5.1. Let pAi, ϕiqiPI be a family of noncommutative probability spaces and
let pArep,Φq be the associated replica space. If ak P Aik , where k “ 1, . . . , n, then
Φ pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨anpsjnqq “ 0
whenever w :“ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn R Mnpi1, . . . , inq, where
Mnpi1, . . . , inq “ tw P Mn : jk “ jk`1 if ik “ ik`1, k P rn´ 1su.
In particular, if i1 ‰ . . . ‰ in, then the above equation holds whenever w R Mn.
Proof. If i1, . . . , in are abitrary, then the above moment vanishes in the following
three cases:
(1) j1 ‰ 1 or jn ‰ 1, by the reduction property of Lemma 3.1,
(2) ik “ ik`1 and jk ‰ jk`1 for some k, by orthogonality of replicas with the same
labels and different colors, by Proposition 3.2(1),
(3) ik ‰ ik`1 for some k and |jk ´ jk`1| R t0, 1u, by a repeated use of both the
freeness and the reduction properties of Lemma 3.1 as well as the homomorphic
property of replicas, namely
apsjqa
1psjq “ paa
1qpsjq
for any a, a1 P Ai and any i, j.
Let us justify the last statement in more detail. Namely, the freeness and reduction
properties of Lemma 3.1 imply that nonzero moments of replicas must have the arith-
metic progression of colors for replicas with different labels, whereas the homomorphic
property of Lemma 3.1 together with the orthogonality of Proposition 3.2 imply that
they must have stable colors for replicas with the same labels. As for the case when
we use the homomorphic property, elements with the same labels meet and their prod-
uct produces (apart from a kernel part) a constant multiple of the corresponding unit,
which in fact leads to a deletion of this unit. Since originally it had a color bigger by
one than its predecessor, this essentially means that the part with a constant multiple
of the unit must have a color bigger by one than its successor or equal to it for the
product to be nonzero. Note that if we are left at the end with a product of elements
from the kernels and with different labels, we get zero contribution form such a moment.
Therefore, the only situation when we get a nonzero contribution is when the sequence
of colors pj1, . . . , jnq ends with jn “ 1. All these facts imply that the moment vanishes
unless w P Mmpi1, . . . , inq. If i1 ‰ . . . ‰ in, then Mmpi1, . . . , inq “ Mm and thus the
second property also holds. The proof is completed. 
Once we have the Motzkin structure underlying mixed moments of replicas, we can
reformulate the results of Lemma 3.1, using a more elegant dual language, by defining
a family of path-dependent functionals on the free product of algebras (this can also be
done for *-algebras). In that language, instead of looking simultaneously at variables
associated with different notions of independence, we look simultaneously at different
ways of convolving these variables by means of product functionals.
Therefore, let us define a general family of multilinear functionals on the free product
of unital algebras Ai, where i P I (the unit in Ai will be denoted by 1i), in which
we do not identify units, A :“ ˚iPIAi, with the unit 1A. Instead of a sequence of
functionals, we will introduce a family of path-dependent functionals. We allow their
arguments to be arbitrary polynomials, say ak “ fpb1, . . . , bmq, where f is a polynomial
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in noncommutative variables b1 P Ai1 , . . . , bm P Aim . The corresponding replicas will
be defined by akpsq :“ fpb1psq, . . . , bmpsqq for any s P S . Nevertheless, as in the case
of sequences of moment functionals, it will be sufficient to assume that each ak is a
monomial from some Aik or the unit 1A.
Definition 5.1. With the notations of Proposition 5.1, let A :“ ˚iPIAi be the free prod-
uct with non-identified units and with the unit 1A. Define a family of path-dependent
multilinear functionals
tϕpwq : w P M ˚u
on A|w| as multilinear extensions of
ϕp∅qp1Aq “ 1
ϕpwq pa1, . . . , anq : “ Φ pa1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨anpsjnqq
for any ak P A, k “ 1, . . . , n, where w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn. The functionals ϕpwq will be called
multilinear Motzkin functionals.
Lemma 5.1. Let w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn P Mn and let ak P Aik . Then we have
(1) the freeness property
ϕpwq pa1, . . . , anq “ 0
whenever ak P Kerpϕikq for k “ 1, . . . , n, where i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in,
(2) the reduction property
ϕpwq
`
a1, . . . , 1iprq, . . . , an
˘
“ ϕpwˇq
`
a1, . . . , 1ˇiprq, . . . , an
˘
whenever ak P Kerpϕikq for k “ 1, . . . , r ´ 1 and pj1, . . . , jrq “ p1, . . . , rq, where
i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ ir and wˇ “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr´1sjr`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn and for other colors this moment
vanishes,
(3) the homomorphic property
ϕpwq p. . . , ak, ak`1, . . .q “ ϕpwˇq p. . . , akak`1, . . .q
whenever pik, sjkq “ pik`1, sjk`1q, where wˇ “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjksjk`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn and this mo-
ment vanishes if ik “ ik`1 and sjk ‰ sjk`1.
Proof. Properties (1) and (2) are straightforward reformulations of properties of
Lemma 3.1. Property (3) follows from the definition of replicas and their orthogonality.

Lemma 5.1 gives the main ingredients that lead to the decomposition of the free
product of functionals. An important feature of our theory is that it gives a ‘refinement’
of the free product of functionals (states, in the case of *-noncommutative probability
spaces) in which the functionals (states) ϕpwq play the role of a generating set of a set of
moment functionals. These functionals are multilinear, which is natural in the context
of Motzkin words, but of course one can also define related linear moment functionals
ψpwq in a natural way, which will be done below. The whole family tψpwq : w P M ˚u
will be needed to describe the free product of functionals. Moreover, the boolean
product of states is included in this framework: it suffices to take tψpwq : w P B˚u,
where B˚ “ tsn1 , n P Nu, which corresponds to constant Motzkin paths. This will be
the subject of Theorem 5.1 below.
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Remark 5.1. In order to state our results on the decompositions of the free and
boolean products of functionals in terms of Motzkin functionals, we would like to use
linear moment functionals. Let us recall some basic facts.
(a) The free product of algebras Ai with identification of units will be denoted by
‹iPIAi
and it can be viewed as the quotient algebra A{U , where A is the free product
without identification of units and U “ xt1A ´ 1i : i P Iuy, the two-sided ideal
generated by all 1A ´ 1i. The free product of functionals ϕi on ‹iPIAi in the sense
of Voiculescu will be denoted by ‹iPIϕi (we use the notation of Nica [19]).
(b) Decompose A into a vector space direct sum
A :“
8à
n“0
Fn,
where Fn is spanned by all monomials a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an of degree n, where ak P Aik for
k “ 1, . . . , n and i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in and F0 “ C1A. An arbitrary noncommutative
polynomial f P A can be uniquely decomposed as a sum of polynomials fn, namely
f “
8ÿ
n“0
fn,
where fn P Fn for all n and only a finite number of terms is nonzero (uniqueness
refers to the direct sum decomposition since within each Fn we may have different
realizations of the same element since algebras Ai are arbitrary).
Definition 5.2. Let Φ be the tensor product state given by Definition 3.1. Define a
family of path-dependent linear functionals
Gptϕi : i P Iuq :“ tψpwq : w P M
˚u,
where ψpwq : AÑ C are given by linear extensions of
ψp∅q :“ IdC1
ψpwqpai1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ainq :“ Φpai1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ainpsjnqq
for w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn, where ak P Aik for any k and i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in, n P N. The functionals
ψpwq will be called linear Mozkin functionals.
Remark 5.2. We would like to make some comments on ϕpwq and ψpwq.
(a) Multilinear and linear Motzkin functionals are closely related to each other and
they determine each other uniquely. In particular,
ϕpwqpa1, . . . , anq “ ψpwqpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
whenever ak P Aik and i1 ‰ . . . ‰ in and in that situation it is irrelevant which
functionals we use. However, when some of the neighboring indices are the same,
then quite often the multilinear functionals seem to be more appropriate since they
respect the order of each monomial. For instance, the nth moment of a replica
aps1q, where a P Ai, can be described by
ϕpsn1 qpa, . . . , aq “ Φpaps1q
nq and ψps1qpa
nq “ Φpanps1qq
and in some context, like that of convolutions and cumulants, the first description is
more convenient since w “ sn1 P Mn is used to encode the information on moments
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of order n. On this occasion, note that the freeness and reduction properties have
their counterparts for linear Motzkin functionals.
(b) We are ready to use a ‘duality trick’ that allows us to convolve variables living in the
free product of algebras in many different ways simultaneously. For any polynomial
f P Fn, the following duality relation holds:
ψpwqpfq “ Φpfpwqq
where fpwq is a linear combination of products of n elements from different algebras
(with different neighbors). In this fashion, elements of the lattice Mn, which are
originally arguments of random variables, become arguments of functionals on the
algebra generated by these variables. In this connection, observe that we can take
these arguments to be elements of the semigroup algebra CpM ˚q by linearity:
ψpα1w1 ` α2w2q :“ α1ψpw1q ` α2ψpw2q
for any w1, w2 P M
˚ and any α1, α2 P C. Thus, to the linearity at the level of
variables we are adding linearity and at the level of functionals, controlled by CpM ˚q.
Definition 5.3. More generally, let γ “
ř
wPM ˚ γww P CxxM
˚yy, understood as the
formal power series on M ˚. Define the linear functionals on A by
ψpγq :“
ÿ
wPM ˚
γwψpwq,
where, by Definition 5.1, only a finite number of terms does not vanish when acting on
A. The linear space
M ptϕi : i P Iuq :“ tψpγq : γ P CxxM
˚yyu
will be called the space of Motzkin product functionals of ϕi. If γH “ 1, the associated
functional is normalized. The family G ptϕi : i P Iuq plays the role of its generating set.
Using this generating set, we can decompose the free product of normalized linear
functionals of Avitzour [2] and Voiculescu [24]. On this occasion, we also decompose
the boolean product of normalized linear functionals. Equivalently, we can represent
these products as Motzkin product functionals (modulo the identification of units in
the case of the free product).
Theorem 5.1. If tpAi, ϕiq : i P Iu is a family of noncommutative probability spaces,
then
(1) for the free product of functionals ϕi, it holds that
p‹iPIϕiq ˝ τ “
ÿ
wPM ˚
ψpwq
where τ : A Ñ ‹iPIAi is the canonical unital homomorphism that maps each
internal unit 1i onto 1,
(2) for the boolean product ˙iPIϕi of functionals, it holds that
˙iPIϕi “
ÿ
wPB˚
ψpwq
where B˚ “ tsn1 : n P N
˚u and s01 “ ∅.
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Proof. It is easy to see that the nth moment of each a P Ai w.r.t. ϕi agrees with
the moment of anps1q with respect to Φ and thus it agrees with the nth moment of a
w.r.t. ψps1q for any n. Therefore, the distribution of a with respect ϕi agrees with its
distribution under
ψ
` ÿ
wPB˚
w
˘
”
ÿ
wPB˚
ψpwq
Thus, it also agrees with its distribution under
ψ
` ÿ
wPM˚
w
˘
”
ÿ
wPM ˚
ψpwq
since ψpwqpanq “ 0 if w ‰ s1. Now, let i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in. Then
ψpsn1qpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ψps
n
1qpa
˝
1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq ` ϕi1pa1qψps
n
1 qp1i1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
“ ϕi1pa1qψps
n´1
1 qpa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
by the reduction property, where a˝1 “ a1 ´ ϕi1pa1q1i1 . We can continue in this fashion
to obtain the complete factorization which holds in the boolean case. Therefore,
˙iPIϕi “
ÿ
wPB˚
ψpwq
In turn, by the freeness property of Lemma 5.1,ÿ
wPM˚
ψpwqpa˝1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a
˝
nq “ 0
where a˝k “ ak ´ ϕikpakq1ik for all k “ 1, . . . , n, and thus ψ p
ř
wPM˚ wq agrees with
p‹iPIϕiq ˝ τ on such products, where τp1iq “ 1, the unit in ‹iPIAi, for all i. We still
need to justify thatÿ
wPMn
ψpwqpa˝1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a
˝
r´11irar`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “
ÿ
wPMn´1
ψpwqpa˝1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a
˝
r´1ar`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
for any r ě 1. By the implementation of the reduction property to linear functionals
ψpwq, we have
LHS “
ÿ
w“s1¨¨¨srw1PMn
ψpwqpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1ir ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
“
ÿ
w“s1¨¨¨sr´1w1PMn´1
ψpwqpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1ˇir ¨ ¨ ¨ anq.
The last equality holds since if the pr`1qth letter is equal to sr`1, then after deleting sr
we get the word w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sr´1w
1 R Mn´1, where w
1 begins with sr`1 and the contribu-
tion from such ψpwq is zero (if ar`1 P Kerpϕir`1q, this follows from the freeness property,
and if ar`1 “ 1ir`1, it we use the reduction property). Therefore, under ψ p
ř
wPM ˚ wq
all units 1i are identified with 1A and thus the canonical homomorphism τ given by
τpaq “ a ` I, where I is the two-sided ideal generated by the set t1i ´ 1A : i P Iu
and 1 “ 1A ` I is the unit in ‹iPIϕi, satisfies the desired relation. In other words,
ψp
ř
wPM ˚ wq factors through ‹iPIϕi and the proof is completed. 
Let us summarize the above results:
(1) Proposition 5.1 exhibits the Motzkin structure on the level of the mixed moments
of replicas,
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(2) Lemma 5.1 establishes conditions on the Motzkin functionals which give a ‘re-
finement’ of freeness,
(3) Theorem 5.2 gives the decomposition of the free and boolean products of func-
tionals in terms of Motzkin functionals.
It is not hard to see that the Motzkin path decomposition of the conditionally free
product of functionals is easy to obtain: it suffices to modify Ψ and construct it from
pairs of functionals on each Ai as it was done in [9] (in fact, even a countable number of
functionals for each algebra causes no problems). We have also obtained similar results
for nonsymmetric products like the orthogonal, s-free and monotone products, in the
case of two noncommutative probability spaces. For that purpose, we need to repeat
what we have done above, except that we need to take smaller families of replicas, as
shown in Theorem 3.2. Details will be given in a separate paper.
The exact values of the moments of replicas under Motzkin functionals, expressed in
terms of boolean cumulants and some noncrossing partitions suitably adapted to w P M
will be given in Section 8.
6. Moments
Let us present some useful formulas for moment functionals ψpwq. They are recur-
sions, as that in Lemma 5.1, but they are more convenient since they involve arbitrary
variables a1, . . . , an rather than those in the kernels of the corresponding functionals.
The first formula reminds that for free random variables [2], where singletons are
also pulled out, but the remaining elements are from the kernels of the corresponding
states. We denote by A the set of arthmetic progressions starting from 1. Thus, if we
write them as words, we have A “ t1, 12, 123, . . .u. In particular, if we write that some
sequence belongs to A , we understand that it is non-empty.
Lemma 6.1. Let ak P Aik , where i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in and k “ 1, . . . , n.
(1) For any w P Mn, it holds that
ψpwq pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “
ÿ
rns“AYB
j1¨¨¨jmaxAPA
p´1q|A|´1
ź
kPA
ϕikpakq ¨ ψpwBqpaBq
where products wB :“
ś
kPB sjk and aB :“
ś
kPB ak are taken in the order of
increasing k.
(2) In particular, if w “ s1w
1, where w P Mn´1, then
ψpwq pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ϕi1pa1qψpw
1qpa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
for n ą 1.
(3) Thus, if w “ sn1 , then
ψpwq pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ϕi1pa1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕinpanq
which gives the moments of the boolean product ˙iPIϕi.
Proof. It suffices to prove (1) since (2) and (3) are easy consequences of (1). We
shall prove (1) by induction, using typical decompositions ak “ a
˝
k ` ϕikpa1q1ik for
k “ 1, . . . , n. We claim that for any k “ 1, . . . , n the following formula holds:
ψpwqpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ψpwqpa
˝
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a
˝
kak`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq
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`
ÿ
rns“AYB
maxAďk
p´1q|A|´1
ź
kPA
ϕikpakq ¨ ψpwBqpaBqδj1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ δjk,k.
We will prove it by induction. The first step gives
ψpwqpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ψpwqpa
˝
1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq ` ϕi1pa1qψpsˇj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjnqpaˇ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anqδj1,1
by the reduction property. Suppose that the formula holds for some k. We will prove
that it holds for k ` 1. Using the decomposition ak`1 “ a
˝
k`1 ` ϕik`1pak`1q1ik`1 in the
first term on the RHS of the above formula, we obtain
ψpwqpa˝1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a
˝
kak`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ψpwqpa
˝
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a
˝
k`1ak`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
` ϕik`1pak`1qψpwqpa
˝
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a
˝
k1ik`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anqδjk`1,k`1
The first term is of the desired form. Writing a˝j “ aj ´ϕijpajq1ij for all j “ k, . . . , 1 in
the second term (in that order), we obtain
ϕik`1pak`1qψpwqpa
˝
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a
˝
k1ik`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq1ik`1,k`1
“
ÿ
rns“AYB
maxA“k`1
p´1q|A|´1
ź
kPA
ϕikpakq ¨ ψpwBqpaBqδj1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ δjk`1,k`1
since each subset A1 of rks associated with subtracted terms of the form ϕij pajq1ij
produces p´1q|A
1|
ś
jPA1 ϕijpajq and there is an additional singleton ϕik`1pakq, this gives
p´1q|A|´1
ś
kPA ϕikpakq times ψpwBqpaBq by the reduction property used repeatedly.
This completes the proof of (1).

Example 6.1. Let us compute the family of moments
tψpwqpa1b2a3b4q : w P M4u,
where a1, a3 P A1 and b2, b4 P A2. Using Lemma 6.1(3), we obtain
ψps41qpa1b2a3b4q “ ϕ1pa1qϕ2pb2qϕ1pa3qϕ2pb2q
Next, using Lemma 6.1, first (2) and then (1), we obtain
ψps21s2s1qpa1b2a3b4q “ ϕ1pa1qψps1s2s1qpb2a3b2q
“ ϕ1pa1q pϕ1pa3qϕ2pb2b4q ´ ϕ1pa3qϕ2pb2qϕ2pb4qq ,
where the first term corresponds to the decomposition r2, 4s “ t3uYt2, 4u and the second
one – to r2, 4s “ t2, 3u Y t4u, with the convenient understanding that we decompose
the interval r2, 4s “ AYB rather than the set r3s, which is equivalent and allows us to
keep track of the original indices. Similarly,
ψps1s2s
2
1qpa1b2a3b4q “ ϕ2pb2qψps
3
1qpa1a3b4q ´ ϕ1pa1qϕ2pb2qψps
2
1qpa3, b4q
“ ϕ2pb2q pϕ1pa1a3qϕ2pb4q ´ ϕ1pa1qϕ1pa3qϕ2pb4qq ,
where the first term corresponds to the decomposition r1, 4s “ t2u Y t1, 3, 4u and the
second one – to r1, 4s “ t1, 2u Y t3, 4u. Finally,
ψps1s
2
2s1qpa1b2a3b4q “ 0
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Figure 2. Decomposition of a Motzkin path w “ s1w1w2.
since for any A, the word wB corresponding to the complement of A is not a Moztkin
word. It is not hard to check thatÿ
wPM4
ψpwqpa1b2a3b4q “ pϕ1 ‹ ϕ2qpa1b2a3b4q
which agrees with Theorem 5.1. Computations are similar for higher order moments.
Let us observe that we always have to include only such decompositions rns “ A Y B
which give an arithmetic progression of colors j1, . . . , jmaxA. This limits the number of
possibilities.
Corollary 6.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 6.2, the moments of free random
variables can be expressed in the form
p‹iPIϕiq ˝ τpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “
ÿ
w“j1¨¨¨jnPMn
ÿ
rns“AYB
j1¨¨¨jmaxAPA
p´1q|A|´1
ź
kPA
ϕikpakq ¨ ψpwBq
`ź
kPB
ak
˘
where the index k is taken in the increasing order.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 6.1. 
Remark 6.1. Before we give another recursion for moments under Motzkin functionals,
let us recall the well-known recursion for Motzkin numbers:
Mn “Mn´1 `
n´2ÿ
k“1
MkMn´k´1,
where M1 “ 1 and Mk “ |Mk|. Let us recall that our notation for Motzkin paths
and thus for Motzkin numbers is slightly different than the standard one, thus M2 “
1,M3 “ 2,M4 “ 4,M5 “ 9, etc. A straightforward proof of this recursion is based
on a decomposition of the paths from Mn described in the proof of Lemma 6.2 given
below. A simple illustration of such a decomposition is given in Fig. 2. The first return
of the path to the x-axis divides the path into two subpaths, represented by words
s1w1s1 P Mk`2 and w2 P Mn´k´1. Then we remove the first and last segments from
the first subpath to get w1 P AM k of height 2. This path contributes to Mk in the
above recurrence since the cardinality of the set of Motzkin subpaths corresponding to
Motzkin words of height 2 and lenght k is clearly equal to Mk.
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Lemma 6.2. Let aj P Aij , where i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in. If w P Mn is of the form w “ s1w1w2,
where w1 P AM k is of height hpw1q “ 2, and w2 P Mn´k´1, then
ψpwq pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ψp rw1qpa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak`1qψps1w2qpa1ak`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
´ ϕi1pa1qψp rw1qpa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak`1qψpw2qpak`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
where rw1 is the reduced word obtained from w1 by mapping each letter sj onto sj´1.
Proof. The path that corresponds to w P Mn begins with a segment p1, 1q and it can
be decomposed into two parts: the subpath starting at p0, 0q and ending at the first
return of the path w to the x-axis at pk, 0q for some k ą 1, and the remaining subpath
starting from pk, 0q and ending at pn, 0q, with possible returns to the x-axis. The words
corresponding to these subpaths are of the form
s1w1s1 P Mk`2 and w2 P Mn´k´1
where w1 is a Motzkin word of height hpw1q “ 2. Note that the first subpath corresponds
to the sequence of first k ` 2 arguments of ϕpwq, namely pa1, . . . , ak`2q. Now, replica
ak`2ps1q multiplies by a cyclic projection from the right all elements at tensor sites of
all colors and labels ‰ ik`2. In turn, the elements with label ik`2 and color ą 1 are
multiplied from the right by a cyclic projection in ak`1ps2q for k ą 1 since ik`1 ‰ ik`2
(if k ď 1, there are no such elements). This fact allows us to pull out the moment of
a Motzkin functional corresponding to the word w2 P AM k of height hpw2q “ 2. This
produces the moment
ψp rw1qpa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak`1q
that can be pulled out. Here, we use rw2 which means that we reduce the height of all
letters in w2 by one. This has to be done since ψpuq ” 0 for all words u P AM zM , so
in order to reproduce the moments at sites of colors ą 1 we need to reduce the height
of u to make it a reduced Motzkin word. Let us look at sites of color 1 associated with
a1 and ak`2. Between a1ps1q and ak`2ps1q there are only replicas of color ą 1, among
them a2ps2q and ak`1ps2q. Two cases need to be considered: i1 “ ik`2 and i1 ‰ ik`2.
If i1 “ ik`2, then in between a1 and ak`2 at site of color 1 we obtain p
K
1 , which gives
a1p
K
1 ak`2 “ a1ak`2´a1p1ak`2. That is why a1 is either connected with ak`2 or separated
from it. The separation produces
ϕi1pa1qψpw2qpak`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
with a minus sign, whereas the connection gives
ψps1w2qpa1ak`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq.
This completes the proof of our formula. 
7. Lattices Mpwq
We need to introduce a class of noncrossing partitions that is suitable for computing
the moments of replicas. For this purpose, we equip their blocks with colors corre-
sponding to letters of Motzkin words. A relation between the colors of blocks and their
nearest outer blocks will be of importance, as it was in the context of matricial freeness
[15, 16]. In our terminology, the indices representing different algebras or subalgebras
are called labels, whereas colors correspond to ‘pieces’ into which variables (mainly, free
random variables) are decomposed. In this paper, these ‘pieces’ correspond to letters
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of an alphabet. Thus, in Section 8, where we express moments in terms of boolean
cumulants, we will equip partitions with both gadgets, colors and labels, but for the
moment we just look at colors.
A partition of the set rns “ t1, 2, . . . , nu is the collection π0 “ tV1, . . . , Vku of non-
empty subsets of rns, such that Vi X Vj “ H if i ‰ j and rns “ V1 Y . . . Y Vk. We will
adopt the convenient convention that
V1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Vk,
by which we understand that the smallest number in Vj is smaller than the smallest
number in Vj`1 for any j “ 1, . . . , k´ 1. The set of all partitions of rns will be denoted
P pnq. It is well known that it is a lattice for any n P N with the partial order given by
the reversed refinement, namely π0 ď ρ0 if and only if π0 is a (not necessarily proper)
refinement of ρ0.
We say that π0 is noncrossing if there do not exist two blocks Vi, Vj , where i ‰ j,
such that k, l P Vi, p, q P Vj and k ă p ă l ă q. The set of noncrossing partitions of
rns will be denoted NCpnq. It is known that NCpnq is a finite lattice for any n P N,
although is is not a sublattice of P pnq. The partition of rns consisting of one subset
is usually denoted 1ˆn (it is the greatest element of the lattice NCpnq), whereas that
consisting of n one-element subsets (called singletons) is denoted by 0ˆn(it is the least
element of NCpnq).
Let us suppose that π0 P NCpnq. Then its block Vi is an inner block of Vj if p ă k ă q
for any k P Vi and some p, q P Vj . In that case, Vj is an outer block of Vi. If Vj does not
have any outer blocks, it is called a covering block. If Vi is not a covering block, then
Vj is its nearest outer block iff Vj is an outer block of Vi and there is no Vk such that Vk
is an outer block of Vi and Vj is an outer block of Vk. In other words, the nearest outer
block of Vi is that outer block Vj which is the closest block to Vi from the top. We
use the terminology introduced in [12]. Using the tree-like language of [5], the nearest
outer block of Vi is its parent. Since the nearest outer block, if it exists, is unique, we
can write in this case
Vj “ opViq
and we will also say that Vj covers Vi. A subpartition of π is called inner with respect
to Vj if all its blocks are inner blocks of Vj. Next, we say that Vj has depth d P N iff
there exists a sequence of nested blocks pVk1 , . . . , Vkd´1q, such that
pVk1, Vk2, . . . , Vkd´1q “ popVjq, opVk1q, . . . , opVkd´2qq
and Vkd´1 is a covering block. In that case we write dpViq “ d. Thus, the covering block
of π has depth 1, its closest inner blocks have depth 2, etc. We will say that π0 is of
depth d if it has a block of depth d and we will write dpπ0q “ d. A partition π0 P NCpnq
is irreducible iff it has exactly one covering block. The set of noncrossing irreducible
partitions of rns is denoted NCirrpnq.
Example 7.1. Consider the noncrossing partition π0 in Fig.2. For the moment, let us
ignore the letters assigned to the legs of π0 and let us treat this partition as an element
of NCp11q. We have V1 “ t1, 11u, V2 “ t2, 6u, V3 “ t3, 4, 5u, V4 “ t7, 10u, V5 “ t8u,
V6 “ t9u. The block V1 is the only covering block and
V1 “ opV2q “ opV4q, V2 “ opV3q, V4 “ opV5q “ opV6q,
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r s t t t s s t t s r
s1 s2 s3 s3 s3 s2 s2 s3 s3 s2 s1
ρ
r s t t t s s t t s r
s1 s2 s3 s3 s3 s2 s2 s3 s3 s2 s1
π _ ρ
r s t t t s s t t s r
s1 s2 s3 s3 s3 s2 s2 s3 s3 s2 s1
Figure 3. Example of join in Mpwq.
with
dpV1q “ 1, dpV2q “ dpV4q “ 2, dpV3q “ dpV5q “ dpV6q “ 3.
Therefore, dpπ0q “ 3. Note also that π0 is irreducible.
We are ready to implement the structure of Motzkin paths (or, Motzkin words) into
the framework of noncrossing partitions. The main idea is to define a subset of NCpnq
for each Motzkin word w of lenght n that would consist of partitions which are adapted
to w in a suitable sense. In fact, two notions of adaptedness are needed: a weaker one,
which leads to noncrossing partitions adapted to w P M , denoted by NCpwq, and a
stronger one, which leads to noncrossing partitions which are monotonically adapted to
w, denoted by Mpwq.
Definition 7.1. Let w P M be of the form w “ sjp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ sjpnq, where jp1q, . . . , jpnq P N.
By a noncrossing partition monotonically adapted to w we shall understand the set of
pairs
π “ tpV1, v1q, . . . , pVk, vkqu
where π0 :“ tV1, . . . , Vku P NCpnq and vj :“ sjip1q ¨ ¨ ¨ sjippq is a constant word of the
form sph, for any h, associated with block Vj “ tip1q, . . . , ippqu and
hpvjq “ dpVjq
for any j. The set of noncrossing partitions which are monotonically adapted to w
will be denoted by Mpwq. By Mirrpwq we denote its subset consisting of irreducible
partitions.
Definition 7.2. Let π PMpwq as above, which we identify with
π “ tv1, . . . , vku,
where we assume that the corresponding blocks Vj satisfy V1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Vk. Then
(a) each word vj will be called a block of π,
(b) the number dpvjq :“ dpVjq will be called the depth of vj,
(c) the number hpvjq :“ h, where vj “ s
p
h, will be called the height (or, color) of vj,
(d) if Vj “ opViq, we will write vj “ opviq and pVj, vjq “ opVi, viq and vj “ opviq and we
will say that vj is the nearest outer block of vi, or that vj covers vi.
Let us observe that numbers dpvjq and hpvjq are of geometric nature: dpvjq is inherited
from the shape of the diagram of π0 and hpvjq is inherited from the Motzkin path
associated with w.
Example 7.2. In Fig 2, we assigned letters from the alphabet S “ ts1, s2, . . .u to all
legs of the considered partitions. For instance, the words corresponding to the blocks of
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w Mirrpwq cpwq
s51 r r r r r 1
s31s2s1 r r r s r 1
s21s2s
2
1 r r s r r
1
s1s2s
3
1 r s r r r
1
s1s2s1s2s1 r s r s r 1
s21s
2
2s1 r r s s r r r s s r 2
s1s
2
2s
2
1 r s s r r r s s r r
2
s1s
3
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s1s2s3s2s1 r s t s r 1
Figure 4. Lattices Mirrpwq for w P M5. The corresponding cardinalities
give the decomposition of the Catalan number C4 “ 14 “
ř
wPM5
cpwq.
π in Fig. 2 are: v1 “ s
2
1, v2 “ s
2
2, v3 “ s
3
3, v4 “ s
2
2, v5 “ s3, v6 “ s3. In fact, all partitions
in Fig. 2 are monotonically adapted to w since all words corresponding to blocks are
constant. However, we could assign different words to the same diagrams and then the
corresponding partitions would be adapted, but not monotonically adapted to w. We
choose the convention that the size of each circle is ‘proportional’ to the height j of the
corresponding letter hpsjq. This will be helpful later, when we assign both labels and
colors to legs.
Proposition 7.1. The sets Mpwq are disjoint and there is a natural bijection
NCpnq –
ď
wPMn
Mpwq
for any natural n. The same holds true for the sets NCirrpnq and Mirrpwq. Moreover,
we have the decomposition
Cn “
ÿ
wPMn`1
cpwq
where Cn “
1
n`1
`
2n
n
˘
is the nth Catalan number and cpwq “ |Mirrpwq| for w P Mn`1.
Proof. If w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn ‰ s
1
j1
¨ ¨ ¨ s1jn “ w
1, then there exists at least one k such that
sjk ‰ s
1
jk
. If π P Mpwq and π1 P Mpw1q, then the block which contains sjk must be
of different depth than the block that contains s1jk . Hence, Mpwq XMpw
1q “ H. The
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bijection τ : NCpnq Ñ
Ť
wPMn
Mpwq is also easy to construct. In fact, it suffices to
consider irreducible partitions since each noncrossing partition can be decomposed into
irreducible components and both depths and heights of blocks refer to these components.
If π0 “ tV1, . . . , Vpu P NCirrpnq, there is a unique reduced Motzkin word w P Mn, given
by w “ sj1 . . . sjn, where ji is the depth of the block containing i, and then the blocks
of π P Mirrpwq are of the form pVj, vjq, where vj is a constant word with color equal
to the depth of Vj. It is clear that the mapping τ given by τpπ0q “ π is a bijection.
Finally, to show the decomposition of Catalan numbers, we first use the fact that
Cn “ |NCirrpn ` 1q|, which follows from the formula for free cumulants of a single
variable
rn “
ÿ
π0PNCirr
p´1q|π0|´1bpπ0q
since each boolean cumulant bpπq produces the coefficient
ś
V Pπ0
p´1q|V |´1 standing
by mn1 and thus the contribution from each summand in the above sum to the value
µp0ˆn, 1ˆnq of the Mo¨bius function for lattice NCpnq is
p´1q|π0|´1p´1q|V1|`¨¨¨`|Vp|´p “ p´1qn´1
where π0 “ tV1, . . . , Vnu. Since we know that µp0n, 1nq “ p´1q
n´1Cn´1, we conclude
from the bijection discussed above that the numbers |cpwq| add up to Cn´1. This com-
pletes the proof. 
Therefore, we have a canonical decomposition of the lattice NCpnq in terms of lattices
Mpwq. The same holds true for the corresponding subsets of irreducible partitions. This
fact is useful in the computations of moments and boolean cumulants of free random
variables. Let us also observe that the cardinalities of Mirrpwq give decompositions of
Catalan numbers. Note also that Mpwq becomes a poset with partial order induced
from NCp|w|q. It turns out that it is a lattice.
Lemma 7.1. For any nonempty Motzkin word w, the poset Mpwq has a least element
and a greatest element.
Proof. Let w be a nonempty reduced Motzkin word with highest letter sd, where
d P N. Let us construct a partition 0ˆw that will be the least element of Mpwq. For that
purpose, we first require each letter sd to be a singleton in π (note that any connections
between these singletons would produce a coarser partition). Now, we cover all these
letters with a minimal number of blocks of type skd´1, where k ě 2. Namely, if w
contains a subword of the form
u “ sd´1s
j1
d sd´1 . . . s
jk
d sd´1
where j1, . . . , jk, k P N, and such k is maximal, then we connect all letters sd´1 in one
block sk`1d´1. We do this for each subword of the above form and the remaining letters
sd´1 (which do not surround powers of sd), are made singletons. Thus, the depth of
each singleton sd is bigger by one than the depth of the constructed block s
k`1
d´1. We
continue this procedure by a reverse induction with respect to the decreasing height of
letters. Thus, if w contains a subword of the form
u “ sjw1sj . . . wksj
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where w1, . . . , wk are nonempty Motzkin words of height j ` 1 (in which blocks of type
smi , where i ą j, have already been constructed), we connect all letters sj in one block
sk`1j , provided such k is maximal. Thus, the depth of each previously constructed block
is bigger by one than the depth of this skj . The remaining letters sj are made singletons.
The procedure ends when we reach j “ 1. By construction, all blocks of the constructed
partition are constant and the depth of any block of height j is equal to j. Therefore,
π P Mpwq. Moreover, removing any connection between letters of w would reduce the
number of outer blocks of at least one block and thus would produce a partition which
is not in Mpwq. Therefore, our partition is a minimal element. It remains to justify
that it is smaller than any partition in Mpwq. If w is constant, the assertion is obvious.
If it is not constant, then suppose that there is some π PMpwq, for which it is not true
that 0ˆw ď π. If there was a subword in π of the form
u “ s1w1s1 . . . wks1
where w1, . . . , wk are nonempty Motzkin words of height 2 and such k is maximal, and
the letters s1 in u are not in one block, then one of the subwords wj or a subword of
wj would be a block of depth 1, which is not possible since the height of each of these
subwords would be greater than 1. Therefore, the letters s1 in such a word must be in
the same block (of course, this block can be bigger, or longer, than sk`11 ). The same
argument applies to words w1, . . . , wk and its subwords of the form
u “ s2w1s2 . . . wks2
where w1, . . . , wk are nonempty Motzkin words of height 3, and so on. Therefore, any
π P Mpwq must be bigger than 0ˆw. The construction of the greatest element 1ˆw is
similar. Going through similar steps as above, we build one block from all letters s1.
Then we build one block from all letters s2 lying between two consecutive letters s1. We
continue in this fashion until letters of all colors are connected in blocks. The details
are left to the reader. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 7.1. For any nonempty Motzkin word w, the poset Mpwq is a lattice.
Proof. Since we already know that Mpwq has a least element, it suffices to show that
for any π, ρ P Mpwq there is a least upper bound π _ ρ. The construction of π _ ρ is
based on taking the boolean join of certain one-color subpartitions of π and ρ. Namely,
let
πj “ π|wj and ρj “ ρ|wj
be the subpartitions of π and ρ consisting of constant words built from sj, which can
be viewed as restrictions of π and ρ, respectively, to the subwords wj of w containing
all letters sj , where 1 ď j ď d and d “ dpπq “ dpρq (by definition, any partition from
Mpwq must have the same depth). Since constant blocks built from letter sj must have
depth j by the definition of Mpwq, πj and ρj are interval partitions of wj. Moreover,
blocks of both πj and ρj cannot connect letters sj which are separated by letter sj´1.
Therefore, the least upper bound of πj and ρj , treated as elements of Ipwjq, can be
identfied with the boolean join πj O ρj in Ip|wj|q. If we treat this operation as an
operation on π and ρ involving only their blocks of color sj , we can see that it does not
change the depths of any of their blocks and thus the partitions obtained from π and
ρ after each such operation are also in Mpwq. It is convenient to start this procedure
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from w1 and end with wd. If we carry out this process for all colors j, then we set
π _ ρ “ tπj O ρj : 1 ď j ď du
where d “ dpπq “ dpρq. By construction, π _ ρ is noncrossing, the depths of all letters
do not change when we take the boolean join of πj and ρj for all j and that is why
π _ ρ P Mpwq. Moreover, it is the least upper bound of π and ρ since otherwise there
would exist j such that πj O ρj would not be the least upper bound of πj and ρj . This
would reduce to a situation in which the restriction of πj O ρj to each union of blocks
of color j which have the same nearest outer block, say some uj Ă wj, would not be
the least upper bound of the restrictions of πj and ρj to uj. But these blocks have the
same depth and the only way to join them is to take the union of neighboring blocks
since they have to retain the same depth. Therefore, the least upper bound of each
such restriction must by their boolean join. This completes the proof. 
8. Boolean cumulant formula
It can be seen from the considerations of Section 6 that one can compute effectively
the moments of orthogonal replicas, using some recursions. In particular, Lemma 6.2
indicates that the decomposition of Motzkin paths related to the recurrence formula for
Motzkin numbers might lead to a combinatorial formula in which partitions from the
lattices Mpwq play the main role.
In the partition context, it is more convenient to use multilinear Motzkin functionals
ϕpwq rather than the linear ones. This will also be the case in our study of Motzkin
cumulants [?]. Thus, let
A :“ ˚iPIAi
and let ak P Aik , where i1, . . . , in P I with the associated replicas akpsq, where s P S .
In the case of convolutions, we will use xk P A1 and yk P A2 and then we take sums
xi ` yi as arguments. It is then easier to keep track of all contributions if we know
that moments of order n of convolutions are expressed in term of functionals indexed
by w P Mn rather than by w P M1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Mn, with each functional restricted to some
label-dependent subalgebra. This approach is analogous to that in the case when we
have a family tϕn : n P Nu of functionals which are nontrivial on homogenous subspaces
Hn spanned by polynomials of order n.
In order to compute moments under ϕpwq, we shall need the partitions which are not
only monotonically adapted to w, but also to the label ℓ “ pi1, . . . inq of the sequence
of variables pa1, . . . , anq, where ak P Aik for k “ 1, . . . , n. In order to introduce these
subsets, we shall use the concept of a monotone chain of blocks in π P Mpwq, where
w P M , by which we understand a sequence of blocks pVj1, . . . , Vjpq such that
Vj1 “ opVj2q, . . . Vjp´1 “ opVjpq
and for which the sequence of colors of the associated words pvj1, . . . , vjpq is monoton-
ically increasing, namely hpvj1q ă . . . ă hpvjpq. We are ready to define families of
partitions which are monotonically adapted to the label ℓ in a suitable sense (apart
from being monotonically adapted to the word w).
Definition 8.1. We will say that π PMpwq ismonotonically adapted to ℓ “ pi1, . . . , inq,
where n “ |w|, if
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i) π is adapted to ℓ, namely ik “ il whenever k, l P V for all V P π,
ii) the labels assigned to blocks alternate in monotone chains of blocks in π.
The set of such partitions will be denoted by Mpw, ℓq and Mirrpw, ℓq will be its subset
consisting of irreducible partitions.
Definition 8.2. For any w P M , define a family tβpπq : π P Mpwqu of multilinear
functionals by the multiplicative formula
βpπqra1, . . . , ans :“
ź
V Pπ
βpV qra1, . . . , ans
where ak P Aik and k “ 1, . . . , n. The functionals βpπq remind partitioned boolean
functionals associated with the boolean product of states except that π does not have
to be an interval partition.
Example 8.1. Before we state a general result, let us give some direct computations
of mixed moments of orthogonal replicas under the state Φ of Definition 3.1. On this
occasion, a few examples of βpπq will also be given. Let w “ s1s2s
3
1s2s1, take the
labeling ℓ “ p1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1q and let
zpwq “ a1ps1qb1ps2qa3ps1qa4ps1qb5ps2qb6ps2qa7ps1q.
We obtain
Φpzpwqq “ rϕ1pa1pK1 a3a4pK1 a7qϕ2pb2qϕ2pb5b6q
“ βpa1, a3a4, a7qβpb2qpβpb5b6q ` βpb5qβpb6qq
“ pβpa1, a3, a4, a7q ` βpa1, a3qβpa4, a7qq
ˆ βpb2qpβpb5b6q ` βpb5qβpb6qq
“ pβpπ1q ` βpπ2q ` βpπ3q ` βpπ4qqra1, b2, a3, a4, b5, b6, a7s,
using Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, where the partitions are of the form
π1
r s r r s s r
a1 b2 a3 a4 b5 b6 a7
π2
r s r r s s r
a1 b2 a3 a4 b5 b6 a7
π3
r s r r s s r
a1 b2 a3 a4 b5 b6 a7
π4
r s r r s s r
a1 b2 a3 a4 b5 b6 a7
with the letters of w omitted for simplicity. It can be seen that
Mpw, ℓq “ tπ1, π2, π3, π4u
which will agree with the formula of Theorem 8.1 given below. Let us observe that
the same diagrams can be associated with different labelings. Thus, if we are given a
noncrossing partition π of w, we can look for labelings to which π is adapted and which
alternate in monotone chains of blocks, denoted Lpπq. It can be seen from the above
that we have the following cardinalities of the sets of possible labelings: |Lpπ1q| “ 2,
|Lpπ2q| “ 2, |Lpπ3q| “ 4, |Lpπ4q| “ 4.
We have expressed the moment Φpzpwqq in term of boolean cumulants. This is
quite natural in view of the role played by projections pKj in computations involving
these cumulants as shown in Section 3. At the same time, it can be seen that this
‘orthogonality effect’ plays the main role in the recurrence of Lemma 6.2. We would
like to bridge together these two observations.
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Theorem 8.1. For any w “ sj1 . . . sjn P Mn and n P N, let ak P Aik for any k “
1, . . . , n, where i1, . . . , in P I. It holds that
ϕpwqpa1, . . . , anq “
ÿ
πPMpw,ℓq
βpπqra1, . . . , ans
where ℓ “ ℓpa1, . . . , anq.
Proof. Since w P Mn, it can be written in the form
w “ sn01 w1s
n1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨wps
np
1
where n0, n1, . . . , np P N, with n0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` np ` |w1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |wp| “ n, and subwords
w1, . . . , wp P AM are of height 2. We will use Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 6.2 to
compute ϕpwqpa1, . . . , anq. Let us point out that we do not assume that i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in.
Denote the corresponding product of replicas by
zpwq “ a1psj1q ¨ ¨ ¨anpsjnq
and let zpuq be the product of replicas corresponding to any subword u of w. Thus,
zpwq “ zpsn01 qzpw1qzps
n1
1 q ¨ ¨ ¨ zpwpqzps
np
1 q.
By Proposition 3.2,
ϕpwqpa1, . . . anq “ Φpzpwqq “ 0
unless to each subword s1wks1 we assign aps1qzpwkqa
1ps1q, where a, a
1 are from the same
algebra and zpwkq does not have a replica a
2ps2q for a
2 from the same algebra. Moreover,
the neighboring replicas from the same algebra must be of the same color. In all these
cases Mpw, ℓq “ H, which means that our statement holds. If the neighboring replicas
are from the same algebra and have the same color, i.e. ji “ ji`1 and ik “ ik`1, then we
can use the homomorphic property of Lemma 5.1 to compress the word w to a word w1
of lenght m ă n for which i1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ im. Then we apply Lemma 6.2 to w
1. Of course,
these compressions take place either within some s
nq
q or within some wq. Then we use
Lemma 6.1 which allows us to factor out a product of moments of replicas associated
with sn01 which have alternating labels (if there is one label, we just compress s
n0
1 to s1).
Supposing that no compressions are needed for sn01 since the neighboring replicas have
different labels, we arrive at
n0´1ź
k“1
ϕikpakqψps1w1s
n1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨wps
np
1 qpan0 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq
to which we can apply Lemma 6.2 to pull out the moment associated with w11, a com-
pression of w1. The same is done next for s
n1
1 , w2, . . . , wp, s
np
1 . At the end we decompress
all subwords to reproduce the arguments of ϕpwq. In effect, after some compressions,
followed by a repeated application of Lemma 6.2, and finally some decompressions, we
can pull out the product of moments of the form
pź
k“1
ϕp rwkqpAkq
where Ak “ paq, . . . , arq for some 1 ă q ă r ă n. Let us recall that rwk is the reduced
word obtained from wk by mapping each letter sj onto sj´1. Let us now analyze what
is happening at sites of color 1 corresponding to letter s1. Note that Proposition 3.2
and Lemma 6.2 show that variables associated with letters s1 which surround w1 are
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either connected or separated (in that case a minus sign is produced). A repeated
application of Lemma 6.2 to all subsequent subwords wk gives the same effect: the
variables corresponding to the letters s1 that surround wk experience the same effect:
they are either connected or separated (each separation gives a minus sign). For each
1 ď k ď p, these variables must belong to the same algebra. If it is Ai, it is convenient
to use the projection pKi “ 1 ´ pi to encode this fact. Therefore, we need to multiply
the above product of moments by alternating products of moments of the form
rϕip¨ ¨ ¨ apKi a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ q
where a, a1 P Ai for suitable i. Now, the number of p
K
i -moments of the above type
depends on how many times the labels of replicas of color s1 change when going from
left to right. Of course, n0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` np is equal to the total number of variables which
appear in these pKi -moments. Using Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, we get
ϕpwqpa1, . . . , anq “
ÿ
π1PIpw1,ℓ1q
s
n0
1
„¨¨¨„s
np
1
βpπ1qra1, . . . , ans
pź
k“1
ϕprwkqpAkq
where Ipw1, ℓ1q is the set of interval partitions of the word
w1 “ sn01 ¨ ¨ ¨ s
np
1
to which the associated label ℓ1 is adapted in the sense that the labels corresponding to
the same block of π are equal. By Corollary 3.1, these partitions must connect subwords
sn01 , . . . , s
np
1 , which we denote by s
n0
1 „ ¨ ¨ ¨ „ s
np
1 (notation is similar to that in Corollary
3.1). Moreover,
βpπ1qra1, . . . , ans “
ź
vPπ1
βpvqra1, . . . , ans
for π1 P Ipw1, ℓ1q (π1 will be a subpartition of a partition of w, hence the notation on the
RHS is natural). It remains to justify that replicas of color s1 cannot have the same
labels as their nearest outer block. This follows from the conditional orthogonality of
replicas (Proposition 3.2). Therefore, we conclude that we have constructed a class of
partitions π of w by constructing all interval partitions of w1 which connect subwords
sn01 , . . . , s
np
1 and completing them with their inner blocks built from partitions corre-
sponding to all subwords w1, . . . , wp separately. The latter, by an induction argument,
are obtained in the formulas
ϕp rwkqpAkq “
ÿ
πkPMp rwk,rℓkq
βpπkqra1, . . . , ans
for any k “ 1, . . . , p, where rℓk is the restriction of ℓ to the indices associated with rwk. In
view of the arguments on labels presented above, the partitions π must be noncrossing
and adapted to ℓ. Moreover, the labels of replicas must change as the depth of blocks
of π increases. Thus, we have
π :“ π1 Y π1 Y . . .Y πp PMpw, ℓq.
Of course, with the above notations,
βpπ1qra1, . . . , ans ¨
pź
j“1
βpπjqra1, . . . , ans “ βpπqra1, . . . , ans
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and thus we obtain the desired form of the product of cumulants corresponding to π.
It remains to justify that all partitions from Mpw, ℓq are obtained. However, by induc-
tion, it suffices to justify that all interval partitions π1 of w1 which are adapted to ℓ1 are
obtained. This follows from Corollary 3.1 and the fact that replicas of type aips1q or
bjps1q, respectively, produce p
K in between variables bj and ai. Therefore, the proof is
completed. 
Example 8.2. Let w “ s1s2s3s
2
2s1s
2
2s1 and consider two labelings, say ℓ, ℓ
1, shown in
that order, in the diagrams of slightly bigger depth than those in Example 8.1.
r s ✉ s s r s s r
a1 b2 a3 b4 b5 a6 b7 b8 a9
r s ✉ s s r s s r
a1 a2 b3 a4 b5 a6 b7 b8 a9
Denote blocks as follows:
V1 “ t1, 6, 9u, V2 “ t2, 4u, V3 “ t3u, V4 “ t5u, V5 “ t7, 8u.
Note that ℓ P Lpπq since labels alternate in all monotone chains: pV1, V2, V3q, pV1, V4q
and pV1, V5q. In turn, ℓ
1 R Lpπq since labels corresponding to blocks V1 and V2 in the
monotone chain pV1, V2, V3q are equal and thus ℓ
1 is not alternating in this chain. If we
replaced w by u “ s21s2s1s2s1s
2
2s1 and denoted by ρ the partition corresponding to the
same π0 (which means the same diagram), then we would obtain ℓ, ℓ
1 P Lpρq since in
that case labels would alternate in all monotone chains: pV2, V3q, pV1, V4q and pV1, V5q
(in that case, pV1, V2, V3q is not a monotone chain).
Remark 8.1. It is possible to phrase the proof of Theorem 8.1 in a different way.
a) The one which would be closely related to the computations of Example 8.1 involve
a conditional expectation defined below, which might be of some interest. This
approach is more algebraic in the sense that it allows one to phrase the proof without
using decompositions of Motzkin paths.
b) Let Arep “
Â
iPI
rAb8i be the replica space and let Φ “ÂiPI rϕb8i . Then the condi-
tional expectation
E : Arep Ñ Arep
given by the linear extension of
E
`â
iPI
Zi
˘
“
`ź
i
rϕipziq˘â
kPI
Z 1k,
where Zi “ zi b Z
1
i and zi P rAi for any i, satisfies the condition Φ “ Φ ˝ E.
c) This elementary property follows from the fact that one can apply Φ in two steps:
the first one consists in applying each rϕi to the element zi at site pi, 1q and the second
one consists in applying each rϕi to the remaining sites. Since the tensor product of
the latter functionals also gives Φ, we obtain the desired formula.
Definition 8.3. Let ℓ “ ℓ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ℓn be a labeling, where ℓi P I for any i “ 1, . . . , n. We
will say that π0 “ tV1, . . . , Vpu P NCpnq is adapted to ℓ if
i) labels match within blocks: ℓi “ ℓj whenever i, j P Vk for some k, then we set
ℓpVkq “ ℓi and call it the label of Vk,
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ii) labels alternate within each chain of nested blocks: if Vi, Vj P π0 and Vi “ opVjq,
then ℓpVjq ‰ ℓpViq.
The set of noncrossing partitions of rns adapted to ℓ will be denoted NCpn, ℓq.
One of the consequences of Theorem 8.1 is a formula for moments of free random
variables in terms of boolean cumulants similar to Theorem 1.2 derived in [5] and
Proposition 4.31 in [8]. In other words, Theorem 8.1 can be viewed as a Motzkin
decomposition of the formula given below.
Corollary 8.1. With the notation of Theorem 5.1, we have the decomposition of mo-
ments of free random variables
p‹iPIϕiq ˝ px1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
π0PNCpn,ℓq
βpπqrx1, . . . , xns
for any n P N and any xk “ τpakq, where ak P Aik and i1, . . . , in P I and k “ 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Recall that τ is just the unit identification mapping of Theorem 5.1. By
Theorem 8.1, we have
p‹iPIϕiqpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
wPMn
ϕpwqpa1, . . . , anq
“
ÿ
wPMn
ÿ
πPMpw,ℓq
βpπqra1, . . . , ans
“
ÿ
π0PNCpn,ℓq
βpπ0qrx1, . . . , xns
since NCpnq –
Ť
wPMn
Mpwq and thus NCpn, ℓq –
Ť
wPMn
Mpw, ℓq, which completes
the proof. 
Definition 8.4. Let pBnq be the sequence of boolean cumulants of orthogonal replicas
associated with the state Φ. Define the family of multilinear functionals
tBpwq : w P M u,
on the Cartesian powers of A by
Bpwqpa1, . . . , anq :“ Bpa1psj1q, . . . , anpsjnqq
where ak P Aik for k “ 1, . . . n and w “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjn.
Theorem 8.2. The functionals Bpwq are given by the formula
Bpwqpa1, . . . , anq “
ÿ
πPMirrpw,ℓq
βpπqra1, . . . , ans
where ℓ “ ℓpa1, . . . , anq.
Proof. Using the moment-cumulant formula for boolean cumulants, we obtain
ϕpwqpa1, . . . , anq :“
ÿ
π0PIpnq
Bpπ0qra1psj1q, . . . , anpsjnqs
“
ÿ
πPIpwq
Bpπqra1, . . . , ans
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where Ipwq is the set of interval partitions adapted to w, by which we understand
that each word vj P π P Ipwq is a reduced Motzkin word. Indeed, if some vj is not a
reduced Motzkin word, then the corresponding Bpvjq “ 0. Clearly, 1ˆw P Ipwq. Thus,
cumulants Bpwq, which are identified with Bp1ˆwq, are uniquely determined from the
above equations for all w P M . Therefore, in view of Theorem 8.1, it suffices to show
that
ϕpwqpa1, . . . , anq “
ÿ
πPIpwq
ź
vPπ
ÿ
ρvPMirrpv,ℓpvqq
βpρvqrz1, . . . , zns
where ℓpvq is the label of v. In this expression, we partition w into consecutive reduced
Motzkin subwords v (these correspond to intervals) and then each v is decomposed into
irreducible partitions which are monotonically adapted to v and adapted to the label
ℓpvq, which means that labels of blocks alternate in monotonic chains. It is clear that
we obtain a partition π1 PMpw, ℓq of the form
π1 “
ď
vPπ
ρv.
Moreover, if π1 ‰ π2, where π1, π2 P Ipwq, then each π
1
1 obtained in this process from π1
is different from each π12 obtained from π2 due to irreducibility of each ρv P Mpv, ℓpvqq
and each ρv1 PMpv
1, ℓpv1qq, for v P π1 and v
1 P π2. Therefore, by decomposing different
interval partitions we obtain different partitions which are monotonically adapted to w.
Now, suppose that π1 P Mpw, ℓq is arbitrary. We need to show that there is a unique
π P Ipnq and a family tρv : v P πu which gives π
1 in the decomposition process. If π1 is
irreducible, then there is exactly one interval partition, namely π “ 1ˆw which gives π
1 in
the decomposition process (there is a unique ρ given by ρ “ π1). If π1 is not irreducible,
it is a union of irreducible components which correspond to intervals v1, . . . , vk such
that w “ v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vk and
π1 “ π11 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y π
1
k
where πj P Mirrpvj , ℓpvjqq for each j. This defines a unique interval partition π “
tv1, . . . , vku whose monotone decomposition gives π
1. We treat each π1j in the same way
as π1 a while ago in the case when π1 was irreducible. Next, each block corresponding
to π1j is decomposed as a subpartition of π
1
j . Call it ρvj . This completes the proof. 
Corollary 8.2. With the above notations, we have the decomposition of boolean cumu-
lants of free random variables
Bpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
π0PNCirrpn,ℓq
βpπ0qrx1, . . . , xns
for any n P N and any ak P Aik .
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, multilinearity of B and Theorem 8.2, we have
Bpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
wPMn
Bpwqpa1, . . . , anq
“
ÿ
wPMn
ÿ
πPMirrpw,ℓq
βpπqra1, . . . , ans
“
ÿ
π0PNCirrpn,ℓq
βpπ0qpx1, . . . , xnq
since NCirrpn, ℓq –
Ť
wPMn
Mirrpw, ℓq, which completes the proof. 
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